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6 FREE ONLINE TOOLS
CANVA

Has everything you need with amazing design

Creates professional infographics and
other stunning visuals online

 
Multiple designs to choose from

 
Customize to your needs 

Free design platform with thousands of
beautiful layouts 

 
Can be used to design brochures, social

media graphics, proposals and many
more

 
Simple and easy to use

PIKTOCHART
Has everything you need with amazing design

Presentation slide decks for download
 

Suitable for Powerpoint or Google
Slides

 
Different category of templates to suit

your theme

SLIDESGO
Appealing styles to boost your presentations

https://www.canva.com/
https://piktochart.com/
https://slidesgo.com/


FLATICON
High quality illustrations

4.5 Million graphic resources
 

More than 2,846,000 free icons for both
personal & commercial use

 
Graphics can be downloaded in

different formats to suit your needs
 

Icons can be customized according to
the preferred color

VECTR
Graphic creator to create graphics

Create any 2D graphic such as logos,
icons etc

 
Graphics are scalable without the loss

of resolution
 

Allow for live collaboration and
synchronization anytime, anywhere, and

with anyone

INVIDEO
Online platform to create stunning videos

Variety of video templates to choose
from, be it promotional videos or video

ads
 

Easy to use and suitable for beginners
 

Good for those who do not want to start
from scratch!

https://www.flaticon.com/home
https://vectr.com/
https://invideo.io/workflow/marketing-templates


"Every digital business wants
to build a brand that attracts

more customers, converts
them, and turns people into

brand advocates."

Branding is key to any business. Good branding raises

awareness, creates a stronger brand presence and

produce loyal customers. However, branding is just

one of the many important factors driving

conversions. There are many other aspects that you

can work on to boost conversions. That is why Ping

Proof is here to help! 

 

Ping Proof is a suite of notification widgets that

leverage on social proof to drive up conversions on

your website. We made it easy to manage and highly

customizable to help your website perform better.

CLICK HERE TO FIND OUT MORE!

Two Birds, One Stone: How To Increase Conversions While
Building Your Brand with UX

https://pingproof.com/

